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4 x pre-wired
7m (23') LMR400 coax cables

IT5000: 250x300mm /
10x12" (diam. x H) dome

with 4 high performance 5G 
antennas inside

Dual SIM 5G/Wi-Fi Coastal & Ocean
internet system Extended range kit

Dual SIM slot
inside the boat

Code: IT1405PROEXT

5G/4G

WebUI for
advanced settings

Internet data
consumption section

www.glomex.it

SAT
internet input

 Ultra long range:
up to 20 miles from the coast

4 x high performance
5G antennas and

4 x 7m (23') coax cables

Onboard super fast
and secure Wi-Fi hotspot

Encrypted remote service 
section with the trouble 

shooting function

Automatic
APN

SMS management
function

5G
WI-FI
SAT internet ready EXT

CAT 16 up to
1Gbps DL

Ultra-fast 5G 
connection speed: 
up to 2.5Gbps DL

Revolutionary 
Glomex MIoT 
Routerboard 

platform

2 x 2.4/5GHz MIMO
high perfomance

Wi-Fi antennas

Carrier
aggregation



Equipped with the new revolutionary Glomex MIoT Routerboard platform with a super-powerful processor, that 
highly increases the connection speed compared to other existing internet systems. 

Carrier aggregation. The new weBBoat Link PRO EXT 5G takes advantage of the flexible bandwidth option in LTE 
and adds the capability to combine multiple bands of the carrier into one big channel. It can access a much bigger 
data pipe and therefore the achievable data rates improve significantly. Carrier aggregation is supported by 
improvements to the unit technologies, to make the overall spectrum usage more efficient.

You can use multiple mixed internet connection methods, when available, allowing the combination of satellite, 
cellular, Wi-Fi or any fixed line services into a single onboard internet system. This allows a non-stop internet 
connection while boating either closed to the coast or offshore. You can anable the priority function to choose 
which connection type is used and in which assigned priority order. Moreover, you can also fix your desired 
connection. For example, you can decide to stay on 5G clicking on the specific "5G only" button inside the application. 
In the same way, click on "Wi-Fi only" button to save data and stay connected to a free wifi when  available.

Encrypted real-time peer-to-peer connection thanks to the trouble shooting function for remote set-up & service.

Automatic APN: Easier and Faster configuration with the automatic selection of your SIM card carrier APN.

weBBoat Link PRO EXT 5G (code IT1405PROEXT) is the new WORLDWIDE* Dual SIM 5G/Wi-Fi Coastal & Ocean 
internet system kit to get internet on board and a secure Wi-Fi hotspot inside and outside the boat, thanks to the 
5G and Wi-Fi antennas for fast connection up tp 20 miles from the coast. This kit is equipped with an indoor unit, 4 x 
high performance 5G (inside one external 250x300mm / 10x12" dome), 2 x 2.4/5GHz MIMO Wi-Fi antennas and 
4 x 7m (23') LMR400 coax cables for optimizing the speed of data transfers with a huge increase on the connection 
speed. Now, you have an ultra-fast connection download speed on board: up to 2.5 Gbps. Moreover, if you sail in 
an area with no 5G signal coverage, the LTE CAT 16 unit allows you to have a 4G connection speed up to 1Gbps. 5G 
offers a connection with the same level of fibre, but totally wireless and therefore perfect to be used on board. That 
means that you can either watch streaming TV channels and platforms such as Netflix offshore, or work remotely on 
your boat, using internet connection as like you would be on the mainland.

Using the free Glomex App you can manage and configure any aspect of your onboard internet connection system. 
You can also read/send SMS and check the SIM credit. Moreover, we have enhanced the interface with all the 
internet data consumption section. So you can always have your rechargeable SIM card consumption under control.

5G
WI-FI
SAT internet ready www.glomex.it

LTE CAT6:  Up to 1Gbps in download

5G:  Up to 2.5Gbps in download

Code IT1405PROEXT - Worldwide unit: for Europe, Middle East, North and 
South Americas, Australia, New Zealand, Africa and Asia (*except for China)

Ethernet ports: 4 (1 WAN + 3 LAN)

DC power: 9/30 Vdc

Internet antennas: 4 x 5G external (inside two domes) + 2 x 2.4/5GHz
MIMO Wi-Fi indoor antennas

EXT

5G NR: n1/n2/n3/n5/n7/n8/n12/n20/n25/n28/n38/n40/n41/n66/
n71/n77/n78/n79 - n48 under development

LTE-FDD: B1/B2/B3/B4/B5/B7/B8/B12(B17)/B13/ B14/B18/B19/
B20/B25/B26/B28/B29/B30/B32/ B66/B71

LTE-TDD: B34/B38/39/B40/B41/B42/B43/B48 LAA: B46 (only 
support 2 × 2 MIMO)

WCDMA: B1/B2/B3/B4/B5/B6/B8/B19

WCDMA: Max 42Mbps in download

Wireless mode: IEEE 802.11b/g/n

CPU: Arm Cortex-A7 800MHz  

RAM: 256MB DDR3 

Technical specifications



Commercial heavy duty whip Cellular/Internet
5G multi-band antenna

N termination

High performance
antenna in 6 BANDS

Withstands harsh marine 
environmental conditions

Vibration proof and 
lightweight antenna

High quality and
rugged fibreglass tube

5G + 4G/LTE
Wi-Fi
GSM
GPRS
UMTS

Optional accessories Technical specifications

PRM180
1" BSP AISI316
stainless steel

deck mount

ITNL400/100 
100mts (328') roll LMR 400 low loss coax cable

PRM298
1" BSP AISI316 

stainless steel pipe 
mounting bracket

RA116SS
1"X14 AISI316
stainless steel

4 way ratchet mount

PRM280
AISI316 stainless steel

adaptor 1" BSP x 11 tpi 
male to 1"x14 UNS 

female

Antenna height: 440mm (17.3")

Antenna weight: 250g (8.8oz)

Gain: 3dB

Frequencies: 450 -470MHz, 698 -960MHz, 1427 -1518MHz, 

1710 -2170MHz, 2300 -2690 MHz,
3300 -3800MHz

Impedance: 50 Ohm

Bands: 5G + 4G/LTE + GSM + GPRS + UMTS + Wi-Fi

Termination: N

Polarization: Vertical

Code: PRA485A

4G/LTE5G

UMTSWi-Fi

GPRSGSM



5G

www.glomex.it5G CONNECTIVITY KIT

Plug & Play Remote Monitoring System
Monitor your boat wherever and whenever you are!

Main features
A

NO SET-UP NEEDED
You have only to put the SIM card inside and plug the supplied ethernet cable to the ZigBoat gateway port and it’s 
READY TO GO using an ultra fast 5G connectivity for optimizing the speed of data transfers

SECURE, RELIABLE, PRIVACY AND CHEAP
ZigBoat gateway uses direct, encrypted and real-time Peer-to-Peer connection platform to communicate with your 
mobile devices (smartphone and tablet) and have boat control anytime and anywhere, ensuring 100% privacy with 
neither cloud nor subscription

LATEST GENERATION TECHNOLOGY
Based on WiFi and ZigBee wireless technologies for fast and easy connection with the onboard sensors and 
managed by the ZigBoat iOS or Android App

FLEXIBLE, MODULAR AND EVOLVING
ZigBoat offers several sensors and features to meet your specific needs, quickly and easily manage and configure 
via the App. The system can be integrated and expanded with unlimited additional sensors

The new ZigBoat 5G Connectivity kit includes:

Gateway Battery
Sensor

Bilge Flood 
Sensor

5G
Connectivity

code: ZB105G

5G

100% wireless
No cloud

No subscrition

5G CONNECTIVITY
data transfer with

increased connection speed

Glomex
MIoT platform

Sold also separately
 to retrofit

your existing ZigBoat



2,4M (8') 6DB VHF FAST FITTING ANTENNA

Code: RA1206FME

No soldering 
Glomeasy

installation

Special
Dual ferrule
No cable twisting

Completely 

waterproof 
connection

Glomeasy
Fast Fitting

system

6dB
brass elements

antenna

Why choose Glomex RA1206FME 
over competitors' fast fitting 
systems?

Glomeasy line antennas are the only fast fitting system in 
the market with waterproof connection that is not made 

between the mount and the antenna, but between the cable 
and the antenna. So it's completely indipendent and 
waterproof. This ensures an extremely longer-lasting and 
safer communication system than competing antennas.

www.glomex.it

Technical specifications
Frequency range: 156/162 MHz

Antenna length: 2,4 m (8')

Antenna weight: 750 g (26 oz)

Gain: 6 dB

Impedance: 50 Ohm

Polarization: Vertical

SWR: ≤ 1,3 at 156,8 MHz

Max input power: 100 W

DC ground: Yes

Termination: FME
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